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HOLD $OWL — OWN OWL

OWLDAO aims to allocate the world's leading DAO-directed treasury, partner with
leading protocols, and build the future of crypto games.

OWLDAO is supported by OWLGAMES, a leading casino solutions on Ethereum networks.
$OWL token is the governance token of OWLDAO.

OWLGAMES has pledged recurring contribution into OWLDAO treasury
monthly to build the OWLDAO ecosystem.

$OWL is a cross chain token. Users can freely bridge $OWL token via the OWLGAMES website.

Cross Chain

$OWL token charges a 10% tax rate per transaction, 7% of the tax will be used for auto liquidity 
providing. 3% of the tax will be used for static rewards.

Static Rewards: When you hold $OWL, your $OWL balance will automatically grow.

Auto Liquidity Adding & Static Rewards

• Token Holders can enjoy lower withdrawal fees on our platform.

• Players using $OWL will win rewards more easily on OWLGAMES. $OWL betting contribute 110% of its 
actual wager amount towards the weekly leader board and other wager amount directed rewards.

Token Holder Privileges

Each month, on receiving contributions from the OWLGAMES, OWLDAO will conduct buyback to 
maintain the price of the $OWL token. Currently, OWLGAMES has pledged 30% of its net profit as 

recurring contribution into OWLDAO.

Buyback

Net Profit =
Gross Profit - Partners Profit Share - Commission Paid to Game Providers - Operating Cost



Execution

OWLDAO aims to build an ecosystem around $OWL and will continuously to add more token usage.

• OWLDAO will ask our DEFI partners to add farms for $OWL when they list with us.
So $OWL token holders can farm on our partners' farms.

• For listing/ integration with OWL, OWLDAO might need the partner to pay/hold/ lock a certain 
amount of $OWL for certain period.

$OWL Ecosystem

TOTAL SUPPLY: 1 Billion.

$OWL Tokenomics

Category Total Supply Available at Launch Vesting Schedule

Sale 13% 13% /

Initial Liquidity 2% 2% /

Bridge Locked * 20% / /

Team 30% 0% Vested Linearly over 24 months

Ecosystem ** 5% / /

In-Game Treasury 30% / /

* Totally locked in our Bridge System

** Ecosystem will be used as partner farming rewards, community bug bounty, marketing cost, etc.
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* $OWL 10% Tax Rate on all transactions.

7% Used for Auto Liquidity Providing,
and 3% for Static Rewards to $OWL Holders.
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• Low Withdraw Fee
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• 110% Win wager
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